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Abstract 

Zonal ionospheric electric field is eastward during the day time and turns westward 

during night time. Sometimes eastward electric field shows rapid enhancement before 

turning to westward in the post sunset hours, which is termed as pre- reversal 

enhancement that causes rapid upward movement of the equatorial F layer. Many past 

studies have shown that the peak height of equatorial F layer in post sunset hours varies 

with solar flux and seasons. However day to day variability in the post sunset evolution 

of equatorial F region is not well understood.  

In the present study ionosonde data recorded at dip equatorial station Trivandrum (770 E, 

8.50N, dip0.50N) for the period of 1996-2003 is used to investigate the role of solar flux 

in controlling the rate of vertical upward (Vzmax) and downward (Vzmin) movement of 

equatorial  F region in the post sunset hours. Local time variation of virtual height of 

equatorial F region (h’F) is obtained by scaling the ionograms for these periods. Only 

days when clear rise and fall of F region is seen in the post sunset hours are considered in 

the present study. Monthly quiet time pattern of h’F is obtained by taking 15 minute 

average of h’F for all quiet days (Ap<18) in a month. Monthly average quiet time <h’F> 

between 17-00LT is fitted with 6th order polynomial for each month and the rate of 

increase (decrease) of h’F is estimated from maximum (minimum) value of first order 

derivative of this fitted h’F. It is found that peak value of monthly average h’F increases 

with monthly average 10.7 cm solar flux, which agrees with past results. Secondly it is 

found that, the maximum rate of upward and downward movement of h’F is solar flux 

and season dependent. Eastward electric field and recombination of molecular species at 

the bottom side of F layer contributes to apparent upward movement of equatorial F layer 



in the post sunset hours, whereas apparent downward movement is solely controlled by 

electric field. 

It is known that ionospheric electric fields get modulated during the periods of high 

magnetic activity. As a result, on some magnetically disturbed days F layer moves to 

higher altitude even after 22 LT. Second aspect of the present work is to investigate, how 

the evolution of h’F during magnetically disturbed days (Ap>20) differs from that on 

quiet days, and the influence exerted by solar flux on the extent of the electric field 

disturbances.        
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